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Project value
£70k
Build time
6 months
Size of project
320m2

IN THE
FRAME

ARALIA LANDSCAPES
A lesson in updating a courtyard to create an indoor/outdoor living space

WINNER
Design Excellence
Award, Overall
Scheme over £50k
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The brief
The clients were looking to bring the outdated
space up to a standard which meets that of the
internal works, in order to create an indoor/
outdoor terraced area which would become an
extension to the hub of the family home.

The courtyard is where the clients wanted to
live, eat and entertain when outdoors. The
clients wanted a contemporary space, but
which had some reference to the historical
backdrop of the house to avoid creating an
aesthetical disparity. Being part of a larger
garden, the courtyard must also create a
suitable threshold that avoids completely
disjointing itself from the more ’natural’ garden,
particularly given the change in level between
the two.
Other factors within the brief included the
need for privacy from neighbouring buildings,
as well as a keen use of lighting and healthy
incorporation of planting. Views out from the
property were a big consideration in terms of
bringing the feel of greenery into the internal
spaces, as well as framing views to other areas
of the garden.
www.prolandscapermagazine.com

Design and build
Aralia addressed the courtyard in a geometric
fashion to create a contemporary base frame
which offered generous spaces for both useable
spaces, and planting. This was a welcome
change following the previous layout, which was
all pathways and narrow spaces. The threshold
between courtyard and wider garden was
cleaned up entirely, with vegetation, concrete
and old trellis work removed; which allowed a
better connection to the views to a large horse
chestnut tree at the foot of the garden. Two
options for the threshold between the courtyard
and wider garden were offered; one was a
formal extension of the geometric hard
landscaped forms in the courtyard, and the
second was a wildcard which expressed a more
natural form, bringing the lawn right up to the
main living space. The clients were very
www.prolandscapermagazine.com

interested in pursuing the second, which
resulted in tiered grass landform helping to
bridge the height change, whilst creating both a
contemporary statement and a fun element for
the children to play on and use.
Within the courtyard, three separate living
spaces were created using a division of planting;
one for eating, one for entertaining and one for
relaxing, all of which were deliberately flexible
and interchangeable. A sense of enclosure and
seclusion were sought for two of the terraces,
one using a row of pleached trees for privacy,
and the other a large oak/steel pergola which
now provides a frame for the existing wisteria to
climb across. The oak of the pergola sits
perfectly against the brickwork of the building
whilst the clean cut geometry is a refreshing
change from the undulations of such an historic
house. The pergola uses tubular metal

1 Prunus serrula and oak pergola
2 Framed view through pergola to wider garden
3 Allium, Euphorbia and Stipa gigantea
4 Stone paving and gravel creates an informal path
5 Chiminea used for both warmth and cooking
6 Metal ‘foot feature’ to oak dining pergola
7 View across garden with Alliums, Euphorbia,
Lillium and Stipa gigantea

ABOUT ARALIA
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Aralia is an award-winning and
A
_RALIA
visionary design practice which works
to the highest professional standards,
continually pushing the boundaries
and exploring new concepts for landscape design. It
has a strong track record of delivering residential
gardens which are unique to each of its clients with a
distinct character that relates to both the architecture of
the house and the surrounding landscape.

www.aralia.org.uk
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undle House is a late 14th century,
Grade II* listed building located
within a small village in rural Essex.
The clients had moved into the
property a few years previous, and were in the
process of carrying out architectural renovations
to the main house in the form of a contemporary
family room which subtly and tastefully references
the history of the building. This change is what
prompted the redesign of the immediate
courtyard space which connects the house to
the wider garden.
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supports to prevent bowing, as well as holding
up one of the overheads which couldn’t be
supported by a vertical in order to avoid blocking
the annexe window. Bespoke fabricated steel
legs were made to keep the timber out of the
ground and prevent rotting – the timber was
routed to fit the legs perfectly, for a flush finish.
The bird spikes are temporary.
Annexe
Midway through construction of the courtyard,
the clients asked us to look at extending the
scope of our works slightly to include a small

terrace by the annexe, with steps down to the
lawn. The annexe was at the time planned to
be renovated at a later date (currently in
progress at time of writing) and the clients
simply wanted a small space for general
purposes. Steps down to the lawn were
spaced and laid out to roughly match the
change in levels set by the lawn, and a small
planting strip either side allowed for planting to
hide the interface, which now hosts cascading
mounds of fragrant lavender. Yorkstone kerbs
and instant Buxus hedging were also added at
the front of the property to help formalise the

aesthetic of what is such an integral part
of the village’s heritage.
Challenges
The build ran extremely smoothly, which is
often a rarity, and the clients were very pleased
with how the garden was constructed, and with
the overall aesthetics and practicalities of the
garden. The planting has had just over 12
months to establish and is already looking
good, which we feel is a reflection of great
soil preparation and a choice of plants that
are ‘fit for their location’.

REFERENCES
Designer
Aralia Garden Design

1 The rest of the garden before construction
2 The small terrace by the annexe
3 The courtyard during construction

Studio 2, New House Farm
Lower Sheering Road
Sawbridgeworth, Hertfordshire
CM21 9LE
01279 721 461
www.aralia.org.uk
Wildflower Turf
Wildflower Turf

www.wildflowerturf.co.uk
Landscaper
Focused Landscapes

www.focusedlandscapes.co.uk
Stone Paving
London Stone

www.londonstone.co.uk
Trees
Deepdale Trees

www.deepdale-trees.co.uk
Plants
Robin Tacchi Plants

www.robintacchiplants.com
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